
Cycle Representation Learning for Inductive Relation Prediction

Introduction

• All cycles in the input KG constitute a vector space 
under modulo-2 additions and multiplications.

• A cycle basis is a basis spanning the cycle space.
• The number of elements in the basis, is the so-called 

Betti number, 𝛽. The cycle space has size 2! .

• Contribution:
• For the first time, investigate inductive relation 
prediction through a cycle-centric perspective.
• Efficiently explore rule space through cycle bases
• Propose a novel model CBGNN to learn rules, 
and achieve SOTA on benchmarks.

• Inductive relation prediction: to predict whether a link (triplet) exists in a 
totally new knowledge graph (KG) based on rules.

• Motivation: existing inductive relation prediction methods cannot 
balance computational cost and prediction performance.

• We treat rules as cycles, then the rules in the KG form its cycle space. 
We use the basis of the cycle space to explore the “right cycles” for
• Efficient rule learning (decrease the parameter space from 

exponential to linear).
• The basis can express all cycles (rules) theoretically.

Cycle Space and Cycle Basis

Cycle Basis Graph Neural Network (CBGNN)

• Construct cycle bases, and build a cycle graph for each cycle basis. In the cycle graph, nodes represent cycles in the 
basis, edges represent the corresponding cycles have a strong interaction.

• Build a GNN on the cycle graph to learn confidence value for cycles. Then map the cycle confidence to triplet confidence. 
GNNs among all cycle graphs share weights and their aggregation is used to predict the final confidence value.

• Minimize the cross-entropy loss using negative sampling
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Pursuit of Suitable Bases
• Cycle bases that can be easily 

encoded: shortest path tree (SPT) cycle 
bases that contain relatively short 
cycles and can be computed efficiently.

• Cycle bases than can efficiently 
represent good cycles: multiple SPT 
cycle bases to ensure locality and 
sufficient coverage.
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